
� Data recovery software—Ensures your photos
will always be there 
(even if you accidentally delete them)

� Travel case–Allows you to organize your cards
� Dedicated technical support hotline with

responsive priority service—We’ll do everything
we can to help you

� Backed by SanDisk’s lifetime warranty —If
there’s ever a problem, we’ll replace it

� Best of all, it comes from SanDisk—The 
worldwide leader and manufacturer of flash
memory cards

Extreme conditions. Extreme performance.
Extremely easy choice.
If you find yourself shooting under less than

perfect weather conditions or in harsh

environments, you need the one memory card

that’s built specifically to take a lot of abuse.

SanDisk’s new Extreme card offers the

performance, durability and reliability to ensure

you get your photos. No matter what “Mother

Nature” throws at you.

It pays to go to the Extreme.

� Designed to meet the critical performance
needs of serious professional photographers—
Lets you quickly capture, view, upload and
transfer large image files

� Ideal for demanding photo shoots under severe
weather conditions—Heat, cold, wind, rain, 
snow, etc.

� Built to perform in the most extreme 
environments and temperatures—From 
-13º F to 185º F
-25º C to 85º C

� Fastest read speeds available—Min 10MB/
sec sequential Read* (HD Bench Test)

� Fastest write speeds available—Min 9MB/
sec sequential Write* (HD Bench Test)

� Durable, reliable and thoroughly tested—
Temperature tested (heat and cold); shock and
vibration tested (industrial-grade RTV included)

� 100% compatibility guaranteed—Will work in 
any CFA compliant camera

*Read and write performance tested and confirmed 
with HD Bench Test software.

Extreme conditions call for Extreme products.

This is the rugged and reliable SanDisk Extreme

memory card for your most demanding professional

photography needs. Simply choose the format with the

capacity that best meets your specific requirements.

And with even higher capacities coming in the future,

you’ll never be disappointed!

SanDisk Extreme CompactFlash® Cards

Available in 256MB, 512MB, 1.0GB and 2.0GB

SanDisk Extreme SD™ Cards

Available in 256MB and 512MB

SanDisk Extreme Memory Stick PRO™ Cards

Available in 256MB, 512MB and 1GB

Designed exclusively for professional
photographers who work under extreme
conditions and can’t afford to miss the right shot.

Now SanDisk—the world’s leading supplier of flash

data storage—gives professional photographers a

choice of fast, durable and extremely reliable

memory cards. Only SanDisk Extreme™ memory

cards are designed, built and tested to withstand 

the rigors of taking and storing pictures under the

most severe weather conditions. Everything from

oppressive heat to frigid cold to hurricane-like

winds. We know that working under harsh 

conditions requires a memory card that can take 

a lot of abuse. With SanDisk Extreme, your photos

will be there—everytime!

9MB/sec = 60X

10MB/sec = 66X
Note: 150KB/sec = 1X in benchmark testing


